
IMPACT PRIVATE EQUITY INVESTOR )PIZEV�)UYMX]�FIKER�VIWIEVGLMRK�-RHMEƅW�EKVMGYPXYVEP�
IGSW]WXIQ�MR�������8LI�WIGXSV�MW�E�PEVKI�GSRXVMFYXSV�XS�XLI�GSYRXV]ƅW�+(4�ERH�IQTPS]QIRX��
[MXL�SZIV���	�SJ�XLI�TSTYPEXMSR�HIVMZMRK�ER�MRGSQI�JVSQ�EKVMGYPXYVEP�EGXMZMXMIW��8LI�)PIZEV�
XIEQ�SVKERM^IH�QYPXMTPI�ƼIPH�ZMWMXW�XS�WXEXIW�PMOI�1EHL]E�4VEHIWL�XS�QIIX�[MXL�JEVQIVW�
and farmer producer organizations (FPOs), which are membership-based collective action 
groups. Farmers discussed their struggle to access credit and working capital, and the fact 
that household income was largely determined by their ability to trade rather than produce.

8LI�)PIZEV�XIEQ�QIX�%RMP�/YQEV�7+�MR�������/YQEV�LEH�SZIV�X[S�HIGEHIW�SJ�I\TIVMIRGI�
[SVOMRK�MR�FEROMRK�ERH�QMGVSƼRERGI�EGVSWW�VYVEP�-RHME�ERH�[EW�TEWWMSREXI�EFSYX�EKVMGYPXYVI��
Both parties aligned on the importance of working directly with FPOs and creating solutions 
EGVSWW�ƼRERGI�ERH�GSQQIVGI�XS�LIPT�JEVQIVW�FIGSQI�QSVI�IƾGMIRX�ERH�TVSƼXEFPI�

-R�*IFVYEV]�������)PIZEV�GSQQMXXIH�XLI�ƼVWX�MRWXMXYXMSREP�GETMXEP�XS�/YQEVƅW�GSQTER]�
Samunnati, which means ‘collective prosperity.’ Elevar has since participated in numerous 
JSPPS[�SR�VSYRHW��MRZIWXMRK�XLVSYKL�X[S�SJ�MXW�JYRHW�ERH�GSQQMXXMRK�E�XSXEP�SJ�97(�����
QMPPMSR�EW�SJ�.YRI�������8SHE]��7EQYRREXM�STIVEXIW�EGVSWW�����EKVMGYPXYVI�ZEPYI�GLEMRW�
spread over 22 states in India and has an outreach of over six million farmers through more 
XLER�������JEVQIV�GSPPIGXMZIW�

The Deal
AGRI FINANCE is the foundation of Samunnati’s platform. By 
EGGSYRXMRK�JSV�E�JEVQIVƅW�YRMUYI�GEWL�JPS[�TEXXIVRW��WIEWSREPMX]�
and variance by crop type and region, Samunnati’s customized fi-
nancial solutions are better tailored to a farmer who may generate 
income only a few times per year and struggle to repay loans on 
E�[IIOP]�SV�QSRXLP]�FEWMW�EW�X]TMGEPP]�VIUYMVIH�F]�PIRHIVW��-R�XLI�
JSYVXL�UYEVXIV�SJ�JMWGEP�]IEV������EPSRI��XLI�GSQTER]�EHHIH�SZIV�
�������YRMUYI�FSVVS[IVW��[MXL���	�FIMRK�WQEPP�JEVQIVW�GYPXMZEXMRK�
two hectares of land or less. From the beginning, Samunnati ad-
opted a completely paperless approach and leveraged technology 
to make underwriting decisions based on transaction data rather 
than traditional forms of collateral like land and buildings.

Elevar and Samunnati recognized that a lack of market linkages 
was one of the biggest constraints facing farmers, so it launched 
its Agri Commerce division almost two years after starting its lend-
ing business. Samunnati helps farmers aggregate demand and 
negotiate with large-scale buyers to reduce costs, while providing 
structured trade and procurement solutions and risk mitigation 
services. Since inception, Samunnati has realized a gross trans-
EGXMSR�ZEPYI��+8:�SJ�97(��FMPPMSR��-R�JMWGEP�]IEV�������MXW�+8:�
[EW�97(����QMPPMSR��VITVIWIRXMRK�E�KVS[XL�SJ���\�WMRGI������ERH�
XVEGOMRK�XS��\�KVS[XL�WMRGI������HIWTMXI�XLI�RIKEXMZI�MQTEGX�SJ�
XLI�'3:-(����TERHIQMG�

)PIZEV�)UYMX]�MRZIWXW�IEVP]�KVS[XL�GETMXEP�MR�IRXVITVIRIYVW�
building at the intersection of inclusivity, affordability and 
QEWWMZI�WGEPI��7S�JEV�MR�MXW����]IEV�NSYVRI]��XLI�)PIZEV�QIXLSH�
of investing has democratized essential products and 
WIVZMGIW�JSV�SZIV����QMPPMSR�LSYWILSPHW�ERH�GEXEP]^IH�FMPPMSRW�
SJ�HSPPEVW�SJ�GETMXEP�MRXS�SZIV����GSQTERMIW�EGVSWW�-RHME�ERH�
Latin America.

India’s largest agri-tech enterprise, Samunnati is on a mission 
to create an open agri-network to unlock the trillion-dollar 
plus potential of Indian agriculture at the center of which are 
smallholder farmers. Serving the entire value chain, Samunnati’s 
agri commerce and agri finance solutions enable affiliated 
farmer collectives and the larger ecosystem to be more 
efficient and productive through multiple technology-enabled 
interventions and collaborative partnerships.
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Elevar has played an important role in bringing together addition-
EP�IUYMX]�ERH�HIFX�MRZIWXSVW�XLEX�EVI�EPMKRIH�[MXL�7EQYRREXMƅW�
QMWWMSR��%W�SJ�3GXSFIV�������7EQYRREXM�LEW�VEMWIH�SZIV�97(���
QMPPMSR�MR�IUYMX]�JVSQ�WSQI�SJ�XLI�[SVPHƅW�QSWX�WYGGIWWJYP�ZIRXYVI�
capital and impact-focused investors such as Accel, responsAbil-
MX]�ERH�2YZIIR��(SQIWXMG�MRWXMXYXMSRW�WYGL�EW�,(*'�&ERO��XLI�
7XEXI�&ERO�SJ�-RHME��-'-'-�&ERO�ERH�/SXEO�LEZI�EPWS�TVSZMHIH�GET-
ital and/or guarantees alongside global firms such as the Gates 
*SYRHEXMSR��&PYI�3VGLEVH��7]QFMSXMGW��6EFSFERO�ERH�8VMTPI�.YQT��

While most smallholder farmers in India understand the impor-
tance of long-term agricultural sustainability, immediate financial 
RIIHW�EVI�JVIUYIRXP]�E�FSXXPIRIGO�XS�EHSTXMRK�GPMQEXI�VIWMPMIRX�
agribusiness practices. Samunnati has implemented a compre-
hensive strategy on Climate Smart Agriculture (CSA) to support its 
network of FPOs and agri-enterprises. Samunnati has disbursed 
ETTVS\MQEXIP]�97(����QMPPMSR�XS[EVHW�'7%�EGXMZMXMIW�XS�HEXI�ERH�
GYVVIRXP]�LEW�RIEVP]���	�SJ�MXW�XSXEP�TSVXJSPMS�UYEPMJMIH�EW�'7%�
compliant per the International Capital Market Association’s Green 
Bond Principles.

Outlook
ELEVAR IS WORKING ALONGSIDE SAMUNNATI on its path to 
create an open agri-network that is ready to partner with any global 
or local institution seeking to plug into India’s agriculture sector. In 
a move that will likely cement its position as the market’s largest 
EKVMGYPXYVEP�WSPYXMSRW�WIVZMGI�TVSZMHIV��7EQYRREXM�JYPP]�EGUYMVIH�
*43�JSGYWIH�EKVM�PSKMWXMGW�ERH�WYTTP]�GLEMR�TPEXJSVQ�/EQEXER�Ƃ�E�
JSVQIV�)PIZEV�TSVXJSPMS�GSQTER]�Ƃ�MR�%TVMP�������8LI�GSQFMRIH�IR-
tity has the potential to reach nearly 12 million farmers and several 
thousand agri-enterprises over the next 12 months.

While Elevar has no immediate plans to exit, it believes an IPO is 
XLI�VMKLX�TEXL�JSV[EVH�JSV�7EQYRREXM�Ƃ�TEVXMGYPEVP]�WMRGI�MX�LEW�
consistently invested in building strong governance frameworks 
that can handle the scrutiny of public markets as it continues 
to grow.

Our journey with Elevar has deeply 
imbibed in us the belief that there must 
be a fundamental alignment between a 

business and the impact it seeks to make.

:H�QRZ�LQWHJUDWH�LPSDFW�LQWR�RXU�
SHUIRUPDQFH�PHWULFV��)RU�H[DPSOH��RXU�
UHODWLRQVKLS�PDQDJHUV�DUH�QRW�DSSUDLVHG�

EDVHG�RQ�KRZ�PXFK�WKH\�OHQG�WR�DQ�)32�EXW�
UDWKHU�KRZ�PXFK�WKDW�)32�KDV�PDWXUHG 

DQG�SURVSHUHG�ȋ

ANIL KUMAR SG 
*392()6�%2(�')3��7%1922%8-

Building the institutional capacity 
of farmer collectives

THE THIRD DIMENSION of Samunnati’s business is FPO 
institution building. The company takes a comprehen-
sive approach to helping FPOs increase profitability by 
I\EQMRMRK�IZIV]XLMRK�JVSQ�XLI�UYEPMX]�ERH�GEVI�SJ�MRTYXW�
XS�XIGLRMUYIW�XS�FVMRK�MR�QSVI�[EXIV�ERH�I\TERH�WXSVEKI�
GETEGMX]��%JXIV�E�LEVZIWX��TVMGIW�EVI�X]TMGEPP]�XLI�PS[IWX�Ƃ�
if a farmer can hold onto a harvest for a month, he or she 
GER�WIPP�MX�JSV�ETTVS\MQEXIP]���	�QSVI��%PXLSYKL�XLIVI�
is no direct revenue associated with this business line, 
Samunnati believes supporting FPOs, most of which are 
small and vulnerable, is integral to growth and viability.  

The Social Education Economic Development Society 
(SEEDS), a community-based organization in the state of 
8EQMP�2EHY�XLEX�TVSQSXIW�*43W��SJJIVW�SRI�I\EQTPI�SJ�
Samunnati’s impact. The company partnered with SEEDS 
MR�������[LIR�MX�LEH�JSYV�JEVQIV�GSPPIGXMZIW�[MXL�E�XSXEP�
of 1,000 farmer members. Samunnati’s work with SEEDS 
included activities such as providing loans for agri-inputs, 
connecting FPOs to institutional buyers, implementing 
capacity building interventions and more. As a result, the 
*43W�LEZI�VIEPM^IH�E�RIEV���	�VIHYGXMSR�MR�QIQFIVWƅ�
TVSHYGXMSR�GSWXW�ERH�ER�MRGVIEWI�SJ������	�MR�TIV�LSYWI-
LSPH�MRGSQI��7))(7�LEW�KVS[R�XS����JEVQIV�GSPPIGXMZIW�
[MXL��������QIQFIVW����	�SJ�[LSQ�EVI�[SQIR��[LMPI�XLI�
ZEPYI�SJ�MRXIVREP�XVERWEGXMSRW�LEW�EPWS�VMWIR�JVSQ�-26���
QMPPMSR��ETTVS\MQEXIP]�97(��������MR������XS�-26����
billion (approximately USD20 million) as of October 2021.
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